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Systems Integrator Libra Industries to exhibit at SEMICON West 
 
MENTOR, OH ― June 2022 ― Libra Industries, a privately-held systems integration and 
electronics manufacturing services (EMS) provider, will exhibit at SEMICON West 2022 
HYBRID, scheduled to take place July 12–14, 2022 at the Moscone Center in San Francisco 
and online 24/7. The company will discuss its precision machining, metal fabrication and PCBA 
services in Booth #1845.  

Libra Industries is a systems integrator of complex products, with broad vertically integrated 
capabilities, serving OEMs with technically demanding manufacturing requirements.  With more 
than 85 years of precision machining and design/assembly experience, the Libra team 
specializes in bringing highly complex, high reliability products to market.   
 
Libra provides electronics, metal fabrication, high precision machined components and sub-
assembly products directly to the world’s largest semi-conductor companies. Components and 
sub-assemblies manufactured by Libra are used in next-generation material handling and 
lithography applications.  
 
The company’s semi-conductor center of excellence is located in Dayton, OH with vertical 
capability support provided out of its Guaymas, Mexico and Cleveland, OH facilities. Libra offers 
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true joint development / NPI support with an industry best project management infrastructure 
and team. 
 
Libra Industries continues to invest to provide customized manufacturing solutions for its 
customers’ complex product requirements. Through its broad range of capabilities, Libra offers 
its customers the most capable manufacturing team in the industry. For more information about 
Libra Industries, visit www.libraindustries.com.  
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About Libra Industries 
Libra Industries is a leading provider of Systems Integration & Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS), 
serving OEMs with complex or technologically sophisticated manufacturing requirements in a broad range 
of industries including Medical, Mil/Aerospace, Industrial, Semiconductor, Robotics and Communications. 
Six world-class manufacturing facilities allow Libra Industries to provide customers with manufacturing 
flexibility including complete system build, module and subassembly production, as well as simple to 
complex PC board assembly. With an ongoing commitment to investment in people, quality systems, and 
the latest manufacturing equipment and processes, Libra Industries is committed to managing their 
clients’ products from initial design and prototype to full production; assisting their clients in their efforts to 
improve time to market, reduce total systems cost, and increase quality. 
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